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Political an analysis of the topic of the sociology and the new perspective science . science is the intellectual and
practical activity encompassing the systematic.

The study of social representations of HIV has been extremely relevant to understanding the perceptions and
meanings attached to the disease by the general population [ 24 ]. Alfred Radcliff-Brown â€” defined the
function of any recurrent activity as the part it played in social life as a whole, and therefore the contribution it
makes to social stability and continuity Radcliff-Brown  Micro, Macro and Global Perspectives Sociologists
study all aspects and levels of society. Sociologists research many different aspects of this potential global
culture. A fourth sociologist might study the history of international agencies like the United Nations or the
International Monetary Fund to examine how the globe became divided into a First World and a Third World
after the end of the colonial era. It therefore involves observing the context by means of integrating the
researcher into the everyday life of the observed group, in a manner that is neither unstructured nor covert. In
this way the goal of sociology would not simply be to scientifically analyze or objectively describe society,
but to use a rigorous scientific analysis as a basis to change it. While this is a starting point for the discipline,
sociology is actually much more complex. Whereas American sociologists in the s and s generally ignored the
conflict perspective in favor of the functionalist, the tumultuous s saw American sociologists gain
considerable interest in conflict theory. Although symbolic interactionism traces its origins to Max Weber's
assertion that individuals act according to their interpretation of the meaning of their world, the American
philosopher George H. The outcomes of Aboriginal incarceration are also bleak. In contrast, organic solidarity
is a form of social cohesion that arises when the people in a society are interdependent, but hold to varying
values and beliefs and engage in varying types of work. Mills reasoned that private troubles like being
overweight, being unemployed, having marital difficulties, or feeling purposeless or depressed can be purely
personal in nature. Do you think the way people behave in social interactions is more like the behavior of
animals or more like actors playing a role in a theatrical production? Intersubjectivity: this concept is essential
for assimilating the mutual understanding that occurs between people during their interaction. On the other
hand, a limitation that has been noted of this approach is that to achieve a degree of saturation sampling, a
larger number of interviews must be conducted as opposed to other group qualitative techniques, resulting in
research that is costly both in terms of time and financial budget. Multiple procedures exist for collecting
qualitative data. This self-evaluation is key to overcoming the illness, important in the adaption process to the
illnessand in the preventive practices put in place. According to these authors, in-depth interviews are
appropriate in the following situations: Where there is a wish to study events from the past, or it is not possible
to have access to a particular type of setting and subsequently the settings, or the people, are not accessible in
any other way. Talking about society is akin to being morally soft or lenient. The traits that constitute social
order are products of the activity itself. People live in diverse social worlds and they may move from one
reality to another. The fundamental contribution of symbolic interaction to the field of social cognition is the
consideration that mental processes are the product of symbolic interaction and not of internal individual
processes [ 21 ]. He was also a prominent public figure, playing an important role in the German peace
delegation in Versailles and in drafting the ill-fated German Weimar constitution following the defeat of
Germany in World War I. Another latent function of education is creating a hierarchy of employment based on
the level of education attained. Therefore, sociological theories described in the previous section allow for
grasping the qualitative aspects of HIV. Furthermore, it is worth noting that the term refers not only to the
narrative, but also to all information gathered about the life under study information from school stages, health
care sources, etc. Semistructured interviews: as with the previous type, the questions are previously defined in
an interview guide but their sequence, as well as their formulation, may vary depending on each interviewee.
In order to understand this theoretical approach and its relevance for the study of the HIV phenomenon, it is
necessary to know how it views social reality, the most significant premises in this context being the following
five situations [ 33 ]: Everybody, through our thoughts and actions, is immersed in a process of creating social
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reality. It is a tool with a communicative character that attempts to capture the meanings mediated by the
constructions that subjects build on the basis of their experience. Society is understood as a result of everyday,
face-to-face, interaction among people. The person involved is considered a key informant. The ancient
Greeks might be said to have provided the foundations of sociology through the distinction they drew between
physis nature and nomos law or custom. This technique is used when an exceptionally rich biographic
narrative is available and the narrative corresponds to an extremely singular subject [ 54 ]. Creating a
permissive ambiance is a key element for the discussion of these different points of view [ 49 ]. Theories have
different scales. Any of these factors might become a topic of sociological study.


